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Electrical transport in noncentrosymmetric materials departs from the well-established phenomeno-
logical Ohm’s law. Instead of a linear relation between current and electric field, a nonlinear conductivity
emerges along specific crystallographic directions. This nonlinear transport is fundamentally related to the
lack of spatial inversion symmetry. However, the experimental implications of an inversion symmetry
operation on the nonlinear conductivity remain to be explored. Here, we report on a large, nonlinear
conductivity in chiral tellurium. By measuring samples with opposite handedness, we demonstrate that the
nonlinear transport is odd under spatial inversion. Furthermore, by applying an electrostatic gate, we
modulate the nonlinear output by a factor of 300, reaching the highest reported value excluding engineered
heterostructures. Our results establish chiral tellurium as an ideal compound not just to study the
fundamental interplay between crystal structure, symmetry operations and nonlinear transport; but also to
develop wireless rectifiers and energy-harvesting chiral devices.
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Introduction.—Ohm’s law is one of the most established
relations in physics and forms the basis of today’s electron-
ics. This phenomenological relation states that the charge
current density (j) in a material is linearly proportional
to the applied electric field (E) [1]. Under time-reversal
symmetry conditions, most conductingmaterials follow this
correlation down to the nanoscale [2], with a constant of
proportionality which is the electrical conductivity of the
system (σ). However, and starting from recent seminal
studies in WTe2 [3–6], different experimental [7–15] and
theoretical [16–22] reports showed that, in systems with
broken inversion symmetry, a nonlinear charge current
quadratically proportional to the applied electric field is
allowed, j ¼ σEþ χEE [23]. In this case, the proportion-
ality is captured by the nonlinear susceptibility tensor of the
system (χ), which depends on the symmetry of the material
and may present both diagonal and off-diagonal compo-
nents. On the one hand, off-diagonal components, which
result on transverse responses leading to the nonlinear
Hall effect, have attracted much attention as they are
connected to the Berry curvature dipole [18]. On the other
hand, fewer studies have been devoted to diagonal compo-
nents, which are associated with the nonlinear longitudinal
conductivity [24] and are purely connected to extrinsic
mechanisms [18,25]. These components could lead to strong

nonlinear output signals promising for applications in
frequency doubling [26,27], energy harvesting, andwireless
detection via rectification [28–30].
Since breaking inversion symmetry is the fundamental

requirement for the emergence of nonlinear transport, an
inversion symmetry operation (i) is expected to profoundly
affect the nonlinear conductivity. However, the implications
of such operation have not been experimentally explored so
far. Indeed, the symmetry of the studied systems, mainly
restricted to few-layer polar transition-metal dichalcoge-
nides [31–33] and engineered noncentrosymmetric struc-
tures [34–40], does not permit us to distinguish the effect of
i from that of a simple rotation.
Chiral materials have neither mirror planes nor inversion

centers, and are, therefore, noncentrosymmetric. Unlike
trivial rotations, i results in a change of handedness. In
spite of their importance to test the effect of i, nonlinear
conductivity has not been explored in any chiral material. In
this regard, chiral elemental tellurium (Te), which can be
synthesized on single-crystalline flakes with both handed-
ness [41–44] and excellent electronic properties [45],
represent an ideal platform to disentangle the effect of i
and rotation on the nonlinear transport.
Here, we report the observation of a large nonlinear

conductivity in chiral single-crystalline Te flakes. The
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dependence of this nonlinear effect on the relative orienta-
tion between the crystallographic axes of Te and the current
direction is fully explainedby symmetry considerations, as it
arises from the nonlinear susceptibility tensor of the space
group of Te. By performingmeasurements on Te flakes with
opposite handedness, we experimentally demonstrate that i
changes the sign of the nonlinear tensor, in agreement with
its spatial-inversion-odd nature. Moreover, the resistivity
dependence of the nonlinear conductivity shows that side-
jump scattering is its dominant microscopic mechanism.
Finally, the electrostatic gating of the Te flakes allows us to
tune its nonlinear response by a factor of 300, reaching a
nonlinear voltage of up to 1.2 mV. This strong output signal,
the highest reported excluding engineered heterostructures,
opens the path to exploit chiral materials for wireless
rectification and energy harvesting applications.
Anisotropic transport.—Elemental Te is the simplest

material with a chiral structure. It is constituted by cova-
lently bondedTe helices along the z axis, stacked together by
van derWaals interactions. Single-crystalline Te flakes were
grown by a hydrothermal process in the presence of a
reducing agent. Tens-of-micrometers-long, few-microme-
ters-wide, and a hundred-nanometer-thick flakeswere trans-
ferred onto Si=SiO2 substrates using a Langmuir-Schaefer
approach. We note that the flakes lie on the substrate with
their x and chiral z axis in plane. In order to control the
current direction and enable precise electrical measurements
along the different crystal axes, the flakes were patterned
in a starlike shape by reactive-ion etching, and contacted
by sputtered Pt (see Supplemental Material, Sec. 1 [46]).
Figure 1(a) shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of a typical device used in this study, with a sketch of
the measurement configuration. A harmonic current, Iω

(31 Hz) is injected between two electrodes which are along
the same direction at an angle θ from the chiral z axis, while
both the longitudinal (Vk) and transverse (V⊥) voltages are
measured in a rotating reference frame, meaning that all
probes rotate simultaneously.
The temperature dependence of the first-harmonic longi-

tudinal resistance along the crystal x axis (Rω
xx) and z axis

(Rω
zz) is plotted in Fig. 1(b). The resistivity along the x axis

is ∼10 times higher than along the z axis at room temper-
ature, and it increases much more rapidly with decreasing
temperature. This is a consequence of the anisotropic
crystal structure of Te, with more favorable electronic
transport along the covalently bonded Te helices, which
are aligned along the chiral z axis. The first-harmonic
voltage scales linearly with the current (Supplemental
Material, Sec. 2 [46]). The slopes corresponding to the
first-harmonic longitudinal ½Rω

k ≡ ðVω
k =I

ωÞ� and transverse
½Rω⊥ ≡ ðVω⊥=IωÞ� resistances as a function of θ at 10 K are
presented in Fig. 1(c). Both show a twofold angular
dependence, which is consistent with the crystal symmetry
of Te and can be expressed as Rω

k ðθÞ ¼ Rω
zzcos2θ þ

Rω
xxsin2θ and Rω⊥ðθÞ ¼ ðRω

xx − Rω
zzÞ cos θ sin θ. The fit

[dashed lines, Fig. 1(c)] yields a resistance anisotropy

r½≡ðRxx=RzzÞ� of about 140. All measured devices display
similar behavior (Supplemental Material, Sec. 3 [46]).
Figure 1(d) shows the angular-dependent magnetoresist-

ance of Rω
zz obtained at 50 K by rotating an external

magnetic field (B ¼ 9 T) an in-plane angle α. The curves
are characterized by minima at around α¼ 0° and α¼ 180°,
that is, for BkIz, and maxima at around α ¼ �90°, for
B⊥Iz. We note that the resistance measured at B ¼ 0 T,
which is shown as a dashed line, is higher for all α angles,
indicating that the studied Te flakes present negative
magnetoresistance for any in-plane direction of B, but
stronger when it is aligned along the z axis.
Nonlinear conductivity.—The chiral structure of Te

allows the generation of a second-order current density
when an electric field is applied, j ¼ σEþ χEE. That is,
the nonlinear susceptibility tensor for the space groups of
Te, P3221 (left-handed) or P3121 (right-handed) present
nonvanishing elements [48]:

χ ¼

0
B@

χxxx χxyy 0 χxyz 0 0

0 0 0 0 χyxz χyxy

0 0 0 0 0 0

1
CA; ð1Þ

where χxxx ¼ −χxyy ¼ −χyxy and χxyz ¼ −χyxz. In our
experimental setup, we measure the components in the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. Basic characterization of Te. (a) False-color SEM image
of a typical starlike device used in this study. The etched Te flake
(green) is contacted by Pt contacts (blue). The scale bar
corresponds to 2 μm. (b) Temperature dependence of the parallel
first-harmonic resistance (Rω

k ) when I
ω is injected along the x and

z axis. The data points for the latter are multiplied by 10 for
clarity. (c) Parallel (Rω

k ) and transverse (Rω⊥) first-harmonic

resistance as a function of θ at 10 K. The dashed lines are fits
to the equations introduced in the main text. (d) α-angle-
dependent magnetoresistance of Rω

zz at 9 T and 50 K. The gray
dashed line indicates the Rω

zz value at zero field. All data were
measured in device S1.
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x − z plane [Fig. 1(a)]. Hence, we are sensitive to the
diagonal component χxxx, which acts as a correction to the
Ohm’s law along the x axis, jx ¼ σxxEω

x þ χxxxEω
x Eω

x .
Therefore, when an electric field (Eω) is applied along
the x axis, a nonlinear current density is generated in the
same direction [Fig. S3(a) [46] ]. Conversely, when an
electric field is applied along the z axis, the generation of a
nonlinear charge current is forbidden by symmetry con-
straints, and therefore, Ohm’s law holds, jz ¼ σzzEω

z
[Fig. S3(b) [46] ].
For an in-plane ac current at an angle θ from the chiral

z axis, the nonlinear response through the second-order
nonlinear susceptibilities can be expressed as follows
(see Supplemental Material, Sec. 4 [46]):

V2ω
k

ðIωÞ2 ¼
Lk
L3
x
AðRω

xxÞ3χxxxsin3ðθÞ; ð2Þ

V2ω⊥
ðIωÞ2 ¼

L⊥
L3
x
AðRω

xxÞ3χxxxsin2ðθÞ cosðθÞ; ð3Þ

where V2ω
k and V2ω⊥ are the second-harmonic voltages

generated in a direction longitudinal and transverse to
the current direction; Lk, L⊥, and Lx are the distances
between contacts along the parallel direction, perpendicular
direction, and x axis, respectively; A is the cross section.
The equations take into account that, experimentally, we
apply currents and measure voltages.
We highlight that we employ both a longitudinal and a

transverse configuration to probe the diagonal component
χxxx, which describes the longitudinal nonreciprocal trans-
port along the x axis. This is a unique feature that is
fundamentally related to Te symmetry and proves the
breakdown of Ohm’s law. Moreover, the presence of just
one component in Eqs. (2) and (3) allows us to fully
determine its value. Previous studies employed the trans-
verse (Hall) configuration to probe off-diagonal [4,8,9], but

also a combination of diagonal and off-diagonal compo-
nents [5] of the nonlinear tensor. For this reason, the
nonlinear transport is often referred to as nonlinear Hall
effect.
We biased the disc device S1 with a harmonic current in a

sequence along the 8 contacts rotated by 45°. The longi-
tudinal, V2ω

k [Fig. 2(a)] and transverse, V2ω⊥ [Fig. 2(b)]
second-harmonic voltages were recorded in a rotating
reference frame. Both scale linearly with the square of
the current, and switch sign when the current direction and
the voltage probe connections are reversed simultaneously.
The slopes ofV2ω

k andV2ω⊥ normalized to ðIωÞ2 as a function
of θ are summarized in Fig. 2(c). Equations (2) and (3)
perfectly capture the experimental angular dependence
(dashed lines). From the two fittings, we obtain similar
values of the nonlinear susceptibility component: χxxx ¼
ð2.13� 0.18Þ × 10−3 and ð2.49� 0.18Þ × 10−3 Ω−1 · V−1

from the longitudinal and transverse signals, respectively.
Therefore, the experimental response is consistent with a
nonlinear effect based on the symmetry of chiral Te.
Spatial inversion operation.—The operation of spatial

inversion (i), which is the combination of a twofold rotation
with a perpendicular reflection, is fundamentally different
from just a trivial rotation when applied to a chiral structure,
as it introduces a change of handedness. Therefore, the Te
flakes, which are synthesized as single crystals with both left
and right handedness, allow us to directly explore the effect
of i on the nonlinear conductivity [Fig. 3(a)]. We must point
out that i in Te does not only change its handedness, but it
also changes the orientation of the atomic triangles pattern
that Te displays in the x − y plane. These triangular units can
be imaged by scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM), as shown in Fig. 3(a). Therefore, for comparing
samples with different handedness and test the effect of i, we
must align themwith their atomic triangular pattern pointing
to þx and −x, respectively.
We present the nonlinear conductivity in two Te devices

with opposite handedness (device S1 and S2). Their

FIG. 2. Nonlinear conductivity. (a),(b) Second-order parallel V2ω
k (a) and transverse V2ω⊥ (b) voltage as a function of ðIωÞ2 at different

θ angles. The second-order voltage depends linearly on the square of Iω. (c) The nonlinear conductivity [slopes of the dependences in
(a) and (b)] as a function of θ. The dashed lines are fits to the experimental data with Eqs. (2) and (3). All measurements were performed
in device S1 at 10 K.
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handednesswas determined bymeasuring the unidirectional
magnetoresistance (UMR), also known as electrical mag-
netochiral anisotropy [43]. The second-harmonic resistance
along the z axis,R2ω

zz , as a function of the α angle at 9 T gives
us the UMR, showing a peak (valley) at α ¼ 0°ðα ¼ 180°Þ
for device S1 [Fig. 3(b)] and a valley (peak) at α ¼
0°ðα ¼ 180°Þ for device S2 [Fig. 3(c)]. The UMR in Te is
a consequence of a chirality dependent Edelstein effect and
confirms that devices S1 and S2 are left- and right-handed,
respectively (see Supplemental Material, Sec. 5 [46]).
By imaging the Te x − y plane through STEM, we can

orient the device S1 (left-handed) and S2 (right-handed)
with their atomic triangular pattern pointing to þx and −x,
respectively [STEM images in Fig. 3(a)]. We should
highlight that the UMR measurement is independent on
the orientation of the x axis, so that the handedness of Te
flakes is determined unambiguously [49].
The nonlinear conductivity on devices S1 [Fig. 3(d)] and

S2 [Fig. 3(e)] as a function of θ [slopes of the dependences in
Figs. 2(a) and S6(a) [46]] show for both the symmetry
expected for Te [Eq. (2)], but opposite sign. Consequently,
bymeasuring flakeswith opposite handedness,wewere able
to demonstrate that the nonlinear susceptibility (χxxx)
changes sign under spatial inversion, in agreement with
its inversion-symmetry-odd nature. Therefore, the sym-
metry of chiral Te allowed us to directly probe the funda-
mental connection between nonlinear conductivity and
broken inversion symmetry.

Temperature and electrostatic gate dependences.—
Finally, we studied the microscopic mechanism of the
nonlinear conductivity by observing its dependence on
the resistivity of the material. The resistivity was modulated
both by varying the sample temperature [Fig. 4(a)] and by
applying an electrostatic gate voltage [Fig. 4(b)]. On the one
hand, the resistivity increases while decreasing temperature,
as also observed in Fig. 1(b). On the other hand, Te is a hole-
doped semiconductor [45], therefore, its resistivity increases
for positive gate voltages. For the same temperatures and
gate voltages, we studied the nonlinear transverse voltage
at θ ¼ 45° and θ ¼ 135°. As also observed in Fig. 3(b), it
depends linearly on ðIωÞ2. Its slope decreases while increas-
ing temperature [Fig. S7(a) [46] ], and it increases by
applying positive gate voltages [Fig. S7(b) [46] ]. The
nonlinear conductivity as a function of the resistivity is
plotted in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The scaling law between these
two magnitudes can be formulated as [16,50]

V2ω⊥
ðIωÞ2 ¼ β þ γρxx þ δρ2xx; ð4Þ

where δ is an independent parameter, and β and γ only
depend on the residual resistivity of the material. In time-
reversal invariant systems, the only intrinsic contribution to
the nonlinear susceptibility tensor is the Berry curvature
dipole, which is captured by off-diagonal components
[18,25]. Since we are probing χxxx (diagonal component),

FIG. 3. Spatial inversion operation. (a) Spatial inversion operation over trigonal Te results on a change of handedness, 180° rotation of
the x − y plane triangles pattern, and sign change of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor. STEM images of Te lamellas obtained by cutting
perpendicular to the z axis devices S1 and S2 (scale bars correspond to 2 nm). (b),(c) α-angle-dependent magnetoresistance of R2ω

zz at 9 T
measured at 50 K in device S1 (b) and at 10 K in device S2 (c). The R2ω

zz signal determines that devices S1 and S2 are left- and right-
handed, respectively. (d),(e) Nonlinear conductivity as a function of θ at 10 K for device S1 (d) and S2 (e). The dashed lines are fits to the
experimental data with Eq. (2). Data and fit in (d) are the same as in Fig. 2(c).
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the measured effect cannot have an intrinsic origin. The fit
to Eq. (4) [dashed lines in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] reveals a
nonmonotonic behavior of V2ω⊥ =ðIωÞ2 versus ρxx, where
V2ω⊥ =ðIωÞ2 first decreases and then increases. This requires
the linear and quadratic coefficients to have different signs
[Fig. 4(d)]. The existence of a linear term in ρxx with
opposite sign can only be consistent with a mechanism
involving side-jump scattering from dynamic sources (see
detailed analysis in Supplemental Material, Sec. 7 [46]).
Moreover, the similar temperature and gate dependence of
the observed nonlinear conductivity evidences a negligible
contribution from a displacement field when applying an
electrostatic gate voltage. Therefore, the strong intrinsic low
symmetry of chiral Te is not substantially affected by the
presence of an out-of-plane electric field.
Besides the fundamental connection between the non-

linear conductivity in chiral Te and the side-jump micro-
scopic mechanism, the electrostatic gate allows us to
modulate the second-harmonic voltage output by a factor
of 300, reaching a value of 1.2 mV for 1 μA input current
[Fig. 4(c)]. Although the nonlinear susceptibility compo-
nents would be the most appropriate quantities to compare
between different systems, they are not reported in previous
literature. Therefore, and because of its potential impor-
tance in energy harvesting applications, we highlight that
our voltage output is the highest reported excluding
engineered heterostructures [Fig. S9 [46] ].

To conclude, we directly observed nonlinear conduc-
tivity along the x axis of chiral Te, which is odd under
spatial inversion and the largest reported in a single
material. Its resistivity dependence unveils side-jump
scattering as the dominant microscopic mechanism.
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